
Of  Being: Latinidad, Queerness, and the Radical Possibility of Both 
If I could take you to where the ocean takes its rest, to the cavernous grin of the cove- who throws                     

salt in your face as an invitation for you to taste the breeze at dawn- I would. You could experience                    
security there, enwrapped wholly and warmly in a moment of pause- the gentle lapping of the water                 
tucking you into an ancestrally guarded sleeping bed.  

If I could give you the paradise-view of the bird that is not endangered, because home has not                  
been taken from her and she was never taken from it- where the mangoes windchime below her talons and                   
the fruit is abundant as the clouds enveloping either wing- I would. Flitting between palm leaves, our                 
bodies would become percussion for the forest- making rhythmic movements in time with the beetle’s               
clicking wings of chrome.  

If I could bring you to the wooden chair swinging toward the polar lights, to watch streaks of                  
deep green and purple seep across the very top of Earth’s sky, I’d do it now. You’d come to know                    
yourself there- as but another point fixed to the constellations, as indispensable to the glowing map which                 
guides towards the milk-laden heavens. You’d see how all along you’ve been so needed and no less                 
worthy of the universe’s wonders than a wonder of the universe, in and of yourself.  

 
Because I cannot take you, I write you these and more. I hope these arrangements of words place                  

you in spaces of love and wonder, those in which possibility occurs to you. Might they convey you to that                    
place of center, from which all the many parts of you- both those accepted and not yet discovered- find                   
balance in the possibility for their coexistence.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I remember the first time the possibility occurred to me, or maybe it is the first time I can                   

distinguish in a lifetime of evading my truth. I was maybe nine or ten. I only vaguely recall her wearing a                     
nameplate, but I can visualize her name in gilded cursive more clearly than her face these days. I                  
remember hazel eyes and a warm smile, cut cooly by the shadows of high cheekbones. She was someone                  
I never imagined befriending, as one of the “older girls” who had longer legs and nails than me. I was                    
still waiting to grow into what I thought would define my maturity in womanhood, a keen attention to                  
keeping my appearance up. The only things we had in common were our two-syllable names, our                
Latinidad, and book club at the Reading Public Library. 

Every week or so, I would trek up the wide cement steps and push through the heavy wooden                   
doors. The smell was familiar, but always promising possibility- clerical yet sweet, familial yet curiously               
new each time. Every trip there brought new books, with new words and endless synonyms for how I                  
might refer to myself. I read things I didn’t think I’d like and stuff I didn’t know I could, even challenging                     
myself to write stories of my own. I’d turn the corners of library stacks, entertaining the infinities within                  
myself between the nonfiction and mystery shelves. I’d breathe in the first coming-to of dust and                
dampness, as I flipped through pages of travel books and felt the grooves impressed in their spines by                  
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previous readers attempting to mark their place. I wondered if she had been among those previous                
readers, if we had journeyed to the same places in our minds.  

I was excited by the idea that she and I might be thinking the same things. I was content to                    
imagine the possibilities of us being close, amidst the probability that she and I would not connect further                  
than book club. Every time she shared her opinion on that week’s selection, I’d listen attentively to all the                   
many ways our experiences overlapped and diverged. I wanted to defend her against other readers who                
challenged the things she shared, wishing to protect her uniqueness. I was not yet attuned to how the                  
world would take that wonder from me if I ever let it slip out, because us good Latin girls were to become                      
good wives to better men. I just knew that it was my wonder to read books I didn’t always care for, in                      
tandem with the girl I inexplicably did. I was welcoming of every odd possibility for us, so long as I could                     
count on her returning back to the library each week.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
I never thought it would be possible for me to find a word to express the wonder of how I love,                     

nevertheless a word which I could say aloud in the place I grew up. This painful belief kept me wondering                    
in silence for a long time, a protective and defensive measure to keep home a place that felt like a point of                      
safe return. The fear of having my possibility to love more freely taken from me by people who claimed                   
to love me drove me to distancing myself from my home and my joy. When I experienced harmful                  
receptions to coming out in high school, I pursued college out of state. College was the only place I was                    
fully out all the time, as I kept my queerness mostly hidden during visits to Reading. While I could be                    
queer at school, I felt distanced from my culture at a predominantly white and racist institution. Each trip                  
home, I could let part of myself be more freely of color. That part would be exchanged for an expression                    
of queerness everytime I returned to school. I smiled by the skin of my teeth with each return to either                    
place, neither feeling like a return to my full expression of self. I came to regard my identity as a precious                     
stone with hard-cut edges, finding more burden and risk than beauty in carrying the many facets of my                  
culture and queerness.  

I never thought it would have been possible for me to be at Reading Pride, but I attended just this                    
July. It was my first Pride, an odd measurement if Pride is to be defined as anything beyond an annual                    
event. How could I have the first of a feeling or an open existence, or something more abstract, when I’ll                    
have to keep coming out to strangers for the foreseeable future? It wasn’t the first or the last time that I                     
explain to my family how queerness is my saving grace and cross all at once, something which requires                  
no reconciliation with my culture. Yet, something did feel “first” about being at the festival that day. I                  
went on the final Sunday, bringing my camera along to ask other goers what Pride means to them. Centre                   
Park felt bigger than when I had been before, as though the flags waving on every side were stretching its                    
boundaries farther with every ripple. The heat in the air held me differently, like fatigue from the sun was                   
a willing exchange for the energy being transferred to me at that moment. Each rush of people past me,                   
flags and dresses swishing in motion, brought a welcome wind. I received a glitter blessing, which felt                 
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like a gay baptism sans sinking my head underwater. Children ran around the rainbow pagoda in joyous                 
abandon and I felt joy too, hoping they would have an easier path than mine- at least in one regard. I                     
smiled, seeing how many other people of color were present and performing visibility.  

Among the people who responded to questions of what Pride means to them, so many of the                 
answers resonated with me: strife, progress, family, happiness, authenticity, journey. My first Pride meant              
all of these and more, representing the possibility to encompass endless selves within myself. I               
experienced Pride that day as a decentering of oppressors, not just working to convince the majority of                 
the validity of our margins but refocusing our work on a fundamental care for ourselves. I experienced a                  
sense of protest through our rest and return to loving ourselves as queer and/or trans people of color.                  
Because in a world that dehumanizes us, to breathe deeply and love ourselves is an act of revolution. This                   
revolution for me means both explicit political action and more personal meditation upon the suns we                
contain within ourselves, as beacons of love and light. Pride is that revolution for me, a trip around the                   
idea of myself and the ideas I have been fed. Pride continues, beyond the Reading festival, to return me to                    
my true home: a sense of peace about all possibilities I harbor within myself.  

When I came home from Reading Pride, my house was empty. This solitude was welcome,               
because my family does not yet share my peace with all my possibilities for expression. Looking in my                  
bathroom mirror, I lingered on my reflection. I had unwittingly wiped my glitter blessing in streaks of                 
sweat all over my face. My eyes looked lighter, not in color but in burden, and yet I felt grounded in my                      
body and in my being. Tired from the sun and activities, I napped for what ended up being an unexpected                    
number of hours. When I awoke, I felt compelled to write about it. I wanted to put to paper a whole                     
library of words for my people within my people, encouraging them to try out all the expressions for their                   
identity which they might feel curious or compelled to. I wanted to find the best synonyms for how                  
wonderful they are, how I appreciate all the possibilities they contain.  

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
If I could take you to a space where you could freely wonder at the possibilities of the universe,                   

wherein you are one connected to many, I would. You could admire all you are there, empowered to                  
welcome all you could be- without limitation or conflict to the truths already championed within yourself.                
With no questioning of who you are, I’d marvel as you ask who you might be and appreciate the many                    
facets of your own precious stone.  

If I could take you to a crowded park on a warm day in late July, where a multitude of people                     
swathed in rainbow also means a multitude of people both black and brown, I would. There you might                  
appreciate: the first and the many, the reprisal in reprieve, the always-deserved rest as protest beneath the                 
shade of a far-reaching and long-standing tree.  
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Because I cannot take you, I write possibility here on the page for you. I wish for you the radical                    
possibility of being other than you previously considered, of being both, of being neither, or of being                 
more. Might you appreciate being a dynamic wonder of the universe, one that you can always return to.  
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